
Former MP Karygiannis says Conservatives have misrepresented his
Party in campaign flyer

Scarborough Mirror

Former Scarborough-Agincourt MP Jim Karygiannis has accused Canada’s Conserv

the Liberal Party in a byelection campaign flyer. 

Karygiannis stepped down in April, announcing a run for a local council seat, after keeping the riding

A flyer in the resulting byelection campaign, “Trudeau’s pot plan,” quotes Karygiannis as saying the

changed. “This is not the same Liberal party we knew,” it says. 

The flipside of the flyer shows Liberal Leader Justin Trudeau beside a boy appearing to smoke marijuana, and says, 

“Trudeau wants marijuana in local stores, just like alcohol and cigarettes.” 

“It’s low, mean. It is totally out of context,” Karygiannis said Wednesday in an interview with The Scarborough Mirror. 

He doesn’t deny making the statement about the party in a newspaper interview, but said the flyer misuses it. 

they did it, they’re trying to say (the flyer is) something I put out.” 

Karygiannis said he’s encouraging riding residents to read the fine print, which state

he thinks it wasn’t put out by the local campaign, but Conservative bylection candidate

was being mailed to local homes. 

Ellis could not be reached to comment on the flyer, but it was not one of those displayed in Ellis

Agincourt Mall Wednesday. 

In statements written to The Scarborough Mirror on the byelection, Ellis, a teacher, presented himself as the candidate

will “keep drugs out of the hands of our children,” and said, “Unlike Justin Trudeau, I don

legalized - we need it off our streets and away from our playgrounds.” 

During an interview, he said the Liberal leader’s stance on legalization seemed to be the

parents” he has spoken to while canvassing. 

“That really does raise eyebrows and it gets parents concerned,” Ellis said. 

Asked what would happen in the riding if marijuana were legal, he refused to speculate. 

these kinds of things,” he said, but added, “As a teacher, I’m not convinced of the benefits of legalizing marijuana.

On Thursday, June 19, Arnold Chan, the Liberal candidate, said the flyer could potentially cause 

that it “feeds into the broader cynicism about politics in general,” though the attack is

targeting Trudeau. 

“I’m just disappointed, saddened my opponent would support this type of campaign,
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